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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

An  improvement  to the  nearest  neighbor  classifier  (INNC)  has  shown  its excellent  classification  perfor-
mance  on  some  classification  tasks.  However,  it is not  very  clearly  known  why  INNC  is able  to  obtain
good  performance  and  what  the  underlying  classification  mechanism  is. Moreover,  INNC  cannot  clas-
sify  low-dimensional  data  well  and  some  high-dimensional  data  in which  sample  vectors  belonging  to
different  class  distribution  but  have  the  same  vector  direction.  In order  to solve  these  problems,  this
paper  proposes  a novel  classification  method,  named  kernel  representation-based  nearest  neighbor  clas-
sifier (KRNNC),  which  can  not  only  remedy  the  drawback  of  INNC  on low-dimensional  data,  but  also
obtain  competitive  classification  results  on  high-dimensional  data.  We  reveal  the underlying  classifica-
tion  mechanism  of  KRNNC  in  details,  which  can  also  be regarded  as a theoretical  supplement  of  INNC.  We
first implicitly  map  all samples  into  a kernel  feature  space  by  using  a nonlinear  mapping  associated  with
a kernel  function.  Then,  we represent  a test  sample  as a linear  combination  of  all  training  samples  and  use
the  representation  ability  to perform  classification.  From  the  way  of classifying  test  samples,  KRNNC  can
be regarded  as the  nonlinear  extension  of  INNC.  Extensive  experimental  studies  on  benchmark  datasets
and  face  image  databases  show  the effectiveness  of  KRNNC.

©  2013  Elsevier  GmbH.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Nearest neighbor classifier (NNC) is a well-known but one of the
oldest classifiers [1–8]. The performance of NNC depends crucially
on the way of computing distance. The similarity between two  pat-
terns is usually measured by a distance function. In other words,
when a query pattern comes, we firstly identify the nearest neigh-
bor of the query pattern from all training patterns using a distance
function. Then we classify the query pattern into the same class as
the training pattern that has the minimum distance.

In recent years, there has been growing interest in finding a
proper metric to determine the nearest neighbor of a sample.
Goldberger et al. [9] proposed to learn Mahalanobis distance mea-
sure via a stochastic variant of the leave-one-out 1-NN score on
training samples. Wang et al. [8] produced an extremely simple
adaptive distance measurement that allocates different weights
for each sample. In addition, Samet proposed the MaxNearest-
Dist algorithm for finding K nearest neighbors [10]. Many other
methods [11–14] were proposed for searching the nearest neigh-
bor computationally efficiently. However, in these methods, the
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relationship among all training samples is ignored. In other words,
they independently calculate distances between a test sample and
each training sample and thus ignore the relationship among all
training samples. This may  be a reason that leads to an incorrect
classification result. As shown in Fig. 1, when we  use Euclidean
distance, intra-class distance between (a) and (b) is small while
inter-class distance between (a) (or (b)) and (e) is large. How-
ever, if an image is occluded, Euclidean distance might have
“unexpected” intra-class and inter-class distances. For example,
intra-class distance between (a) and (d) is larger than inter-class
distance between (e) and (d). By using NNC, one can properly iden-
tify the similarity between ((a) or (b)) and (c) and consider them
as images from the same class. However, (d) and (e) may be incor-
rectly regarded as images from the same class while they come
from different classes.

Some other methods attempted to use other metrics to mea-
sure neighbor relation, such as kernel methods [15,16] and sparse
representation (SR) [17] methods. Kernel methods use a nonlinear
mapping to map  all samples into a kernel feature space in which
the measurement of neighbor relation is implemented. SR, a dis-
tinctive image classification method, has received great attention
[18–21] and obtained promising performance on image recognition
such as face recognition [22–26]. SR requires that a test sample
is sparsely represented by a weighted sum of all training sam-
ples. Classification is performed by evaluating the representation
ability on the test sample of each class and then the test sample
is assigned to the class that has maximum representation ability.
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Fig. 1. The position relations among different samples.

‘Sparse’ implies that representation coefficients of some training
samples are equal to zero and the sparsity of the representation
coefficients can be measured by l1-minimization [17]. In [27,28],
two kernel sparse representation-based classifiers were presented
to extend sparse representation-classifiers (SRC) to their nonlin-
ear versions (KSR/KSRC). Experimental results showed that SRC
and its nonlinear versions have better performance than NNC and
nearest subspace (NS) [29] on some benchmark datasets. How-
ever, KSR and KSRC are very time-consuming because they need to
solve l1-minimization problems. Although some algorithms have
been presented to speed up l1-minimization problems [30], differ-
ent acceleration algorithms have different performance on some
given classification tasks [31]. Therefore, it is difficult for users to
choose a proper method. In contrast, l2-norm-based representation
method, proposed by Zhang et al. [31], is considered as a power-
ful and attractive representation tool due to its excellent results
in terms of accuracy and computational complexity. Moreover, l2-
norm-based representation algorithm can be regarded as a special
distance metric method that estimates distances between a test
sample and each training sample. l2-norm-based nearest neighbor
classifier (INNC) [32], as an improved version of NNC, has shown
its excellent classification performance on high-dimensional data.
From the way of classification, INNC takes into account the relation-
ship among all training samples and calculates distances between a
test sample and each training sample dependently. Therefore, INNC
can obtain good performance on high-dimensional data.

However, representation-based methods, i.e., INNC and linear
regression classification (LRC) [33], have quite limited classification
ability when they classify low-dimensional data and some high-
dimensional data in which sample vectors belonging to different
class distribution but have the same vector direction. This is due to
the following reasons.

When sample has very low dimensionality and the number of
training samples of each class is greater than their dimensionality,
a test sample can be accurately represented by an arbitrary class.
That is to say, the deviation of each class from a test sample trends
to zero. Taking LRC for example:

Suppose there are c classes and each class has n training sam-
ples (all samples are column vector). We  use the ith class samples
to represent a test sample, namely y = Xiˇi(i = 1, 2, ...c), where Xi =[
xi

1, xi
2, ...xi

n

]
(xi

j
∈ �m, j = 1, 2, ...n) is the ith class training sam-

ples and y (y ∈ � m) is the test sample. When m = n, the solution of
y = Xiˇi is ˆ̌

i = X−1
i

y. Consequently, the deviation Di = ||y − Xi
ˆ̌

i||2 =
||y − XiX

−1
i

y||2 = 0, i = 1, 2, ...c. It seems that LRC might perform
uncomfortably in classifying the test sample y.

For some high-dimensional data in which a test sample vector
and some training samples vector have different class distribu-
tion but on the same vector direction, LRC, INNC, and even SRC
may  lose their classification ability. The main reason is that these
data points with the same direction would overlap each other after
implementing the normalization [28].

Kernel methods have been used widely as nonlinear transfor-
mation technologies, which was originally used to construct the

nonlinear support vector machines (SVMs) [34]. A Mercer kernel
implicitly uses a nonlinear mapping that maps samples in an input
space into a high or even infinite dimensional kernel feature space.
In the kernel feature space, we can implement linear processing,
i.e., a linear classification, with respect to a nonlinear classification
in the input space [28]. In other words, kernel methods can make
samples from nonlinear separable in an input space into linear
separable in a kernel feature space.

In this paper, we  propose a novel method, named kernel
representation-based nearest neighbor classifier (KRNNC), which
has the advantages of both kernel methods and representation-
based methods. KRNNC takes into account the relationship among
all training samples and dependently calculates distances between
a test sample and each training sample. Moreover, KRNNC over-
comes the above two drawbacks. In other words, KRNNC can not
only classify low-dimensional data well, but also obtain a com-
petitive classification result on high-dimensional data. The main
reasons are that (1) in a kernel feature space, the relation among
samples, such as the vector direction relation, associated with an
original space may  be changed so that the separability among
samples might be enlarged. (2) In a kernel feature space, the
dimension of low-dimensional data associated with an original
space become very high so that the deviation between each class
sample and a test sample has discrimination. In the kernel fea-
ture space, we  first assign a weight (representation coefficient)
to each training sample by using representation ability of each
training sample to represent a test sample. Then we calculate
the distance between the test sample and the result of multiply-
ing each training sample by their corresponding coefficient. We
finally classify the test sample into the same class as the train-
ing sample that has the minimum distance. The proposed method
uses a special distance metric to measure the similarity between
each training sample and test sample. From the way of classifying
a test sample, KRNNC can be regarded as the nonlinear exten-
sion of INNC. What’s more, we discussed in detail the underlying
classification mechanism of KRNNC, which can be regarded as a
theoretical supplement of INNC. The classification mechanism is
that the collaborative decision-making of all training samples plays
the essential role for classifying a test sample into the correct
class.

Fig. 1 visually shows position relations among different samples
in a kernel feature space, a transform result of an original input
space. When a test sample (d) comes, we  represent (d) by using a
linear combination of all training samples and then each training
sample has a corresponding representation coefficient that repre-
sents the contribution of each training sample to represent (d). In
other words, each training sample moves to an appropriate ‘place’
by multiplying each training sample by their corresponding coef-
ficient, such as (b) and (e) move to (b’) and (e’), respectively. It is
very clear that the distance between (d) and (b’) is smaller than
that between (d) and (e’). KRNNC correctly classifies (d) into the
same class as (b’). It can be seen that we  use a nonlinear map-
ping to transform all samples into a kernel feature space in which
test samples are correctly classified. The proposed method is sim-
ple and computationally efficient. Our experimental results show
that KRNNC can achieve higher classification accuracies than other
methods, especially facing with very low-dimensional data (see
Table 2). The contributions of the proposed method are: first, it
overcomes the drawbacks that representation-based methods, i.e.,
INNC and LRC, have quite limited classification ability when they
classify low-dimensional data and some high-dimensional data in
which sample vectors belonging to different class distribution but
have the same vector direction. Second, it clearly presents a theo-
retical analysis of the classification mechanism of KRNNC, which
can be regarded as a theoretical supplement of INNC presented
in [32]. Third, it provides a very large number of experiments on
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